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T he word “státistico” was first used in the 16th century in what is today Italy. It meant a sum-
mary of the knowledge of state affairs. At the same time, however, it marked people who were 

outstanding experts of important state affairs. During the 17th and 18th centuries, the term “statis-
tics” spread outside the Italian peninsula; in Germany for instance, it was used as a term for political 
science. Both terms, “statistics” and “political science”, at universities stood for a cycle of lectures 
containing a description of “state peculiarities”, including population, territory, state administration, 
trade, finance, etc. University statistics consisted mainly of oral descriptions, and any application  
of numbers was initially quite rare. John Graunt (1620–1674) and William Petty (1623–1687) from 
England were the first who started to investigate social phenomena using numerical records. En-
gland at that time was more economically developed that other European countries. They disco-
vered that more boys are born than girls and that more people die in cities than are born. They also 
examined the regularity of the incomes of people according to their occupation. Their approach 
was called “political arithmetic” since they used mathematics to examine phenomena that could 
be influenced and directed politically. Graunt and Petty had many followers in various countries.

 John Graunt: Natural and Political Observations Made upon the Bills of Mortality.

modern times STATISTICS IS bORn

the historical roots of mo-
dern statistics can be divided 
into four areas. they are:   

•	 official (state, admini-
strative and ecclesiasti-
cal) statistics,

•	 political arithmetic, 

•	 university statistics/ 
political science,

•	 probability theory.

at first, these four areas 
were rather unrelated and 
developed more or less in-
dependently. later, however 
they began to influence 
each other. however, 
political arithmetic played 
the most important role in 
the emergence of mo-
dern statistics. behind the 
penetration of numbers and 
mathematics into statistics 
was the effort to calculate a 
probability rate. this effort 
goes back to the first half of 
the 15th century and it was 
related to a gambling game 
called dice. how probable 
is that you get two sixes 
when throwing dice?

William Petty dealt with political 
arithmetic.

In his work called “Natural and Political 
Observations Made upon the Bills of Mor-
tality”, published in 1662, John Graunt 
used the records of dead inhabitants  
of London. Such records were also made 
in the following years as demonstrated  
by a summary report of 1665 when Lon-
don was decimated by plague. Records 
state that 63 596 Londoners succumbed  
to plague.
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T here were, however, other reasons 
for statistical investigations than just 

tax collection. For instance, in 1583, during 
the reign of Rudolph II, a plague epide-
mic burst outin the Czech lands that killed 
twenty thousand men. As a consequence 
of this epidemic, an investigation into the 
“health of the population” was launched 
that was to map out the source and deve-
lopment of malignant diseasesand to help 
facilitate the adoption of timely counter-
-measures. The Czech Diet quite promptly 
responded to this event – in 1585, it appea-
led to the crown to appoint four physicians 
and stipulate their salaries, who as “… royal 
physicians would look after the origins  
of general diseases, prevent them from sprea-
ding and inform the public about them”. 

It was a fundamental request demon-
strating the necessity of data collection and 

adoption of coordinated anti-epidemic 
measures in the 16th century. We have two 
concrete names of such physicians from 
1610 – Borbonius of Kolínec and Sibyllen 
of Cheb. In times of increased danger, spe-
cial physicians were 
appointed in larger 
towns who as “ma-
gistri sanitatis looked 
after the observance of 
general rules in case of 
an epidemic outburst”. 
Because similar institu-
tions were later introdu-
ced in other countries of 
the monarchy, we may 
assume they proved to 
be effective.

in the battle  
AgAInST EpIDEmICS

 Statistical records contributed to the improvement of the health condition of the entire population.

the physicians’ (official 
doctors’) task was to 
attend to those who could 
not afford to pay for such 
service – the poor and 
prostitutes. in addition, 
they performed the 
various acts of a medical 
examiner. they examined 
bodies, took part in capital 
punishment, presided at 
court, and last but not 
least, provided various 
reports ‒ among other 
things ‒ on the condition 
of the population.
according to the writs 
of viennese authorities 
from the beginning of the 
19th century, regional 
physicians were to provide 
regular reports on the con-
dition of healthcare staff 
and institutions, diseases 
(namely infectious) in the 
past period, vaccinations 
and so on. the reports 
were also to include 
summary information on 
meteorological observa-
tions and demographic 
conditions in the respective 
regions. one of the phy-
sicians was F. a. stelzig, 
who published perhaps 
the first mortality tables in 
the czech lands.

 A physician attending to 
patients infected with plague.
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The immediate impulse for creating a List of Vassals by Religion was 
a decree from the Czech governors from 16 November 1650 issued on  

4 February 1651. This decree ordered the nobility to provide a listing of people 
based on their allegiance to the Catholic denomination and to send the lists 
within six weeks to the governor’s office in Prague through regional governors. 
An incentive to provide the List of Vassals by Religion was also submitted by 
the Archdiocese of Prague.

Each list starts with the nobility, i.e. the owner of an estate, whether it was 
his permanent domicile or his administrator’s, including all servants and offi-
cers. Next was a list of all inhabitants of the estate classified by towns, townlets 
and villages. Similarly, all burghers of royal and liege towns, and free men were 
registered. The clergy and the military were exempt from this obligation. 

Prewritten sections served to register the person’s name, social status (a va-
ssal or a free man), occupation, age and information pertaining to his or her 
denomination. For non-Catholics, a little note was made whether or not there 
was any chance for their conversion to the Catholic Church. 

A basic component of the list was a family record of the relationship of 
its members towards the estate owner. Domestic servants and farm hands 
were recorded together with their families. Finally, there was a note on the 
condition of churches, parochial buildings and building funds.

About two-thirds of the estates and towns submitted their lists by the 
summer of 1651. Four months later, the governor’s office issued another 
decree according to which there was no further need to draw up a detailed 
list of all persons. It however, ordered the nobility to provide lists of non-
-Catholics. For this reason, the List of Vassals by Religion was not comple-
ted for all Bohemia and it was not started at all in Moravia and Silesia.

1651 A lIST OF vASSAlS  
bY RElIgIOn

 An original record of the List of Vassals 
by Religion of 1651.

all data in the list must be approached 
critically. specifically, the data pertaining to 
age are unreliable since a person’s age was 
most assuredly rounded off. children, too, 
may not have been systematically captured 
by the list. in some estates, all children were 
registered, whereas in other estates, only 
children above the age of 1 year, 9 years or 
10 years were registered, or from the age 
that they began to participate in the sac-
rament of penance. the list could thus not 
provide an answer to the question of how 
many people lived in bohemia at that time.
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The first complete listing of tax duties in the territory of Bohemia was the Tax 
Roll. It contained a list of persons liable to pay taxes as well as data about 

every single homestead. Thus, it applied only to rural plots and homesteads. 
It originally recorded the following information: an estate or a homestead, its 
owner, municipality, the landowner’s name and surname, the size of the field, 
sowing periods (spring/autumn), ownership of a team (horses/oxen) and whe-
ther the respective person kept cows, heifers, sheep, goats or swine. Among 
other things, it reported on the quality of the soil, forest size and species of trees, 
ownership of a mill, cartage and so on. One could also find details about if and 
when the homestead had been on fire, to what tax group the landowner belonged  
(a peasant, a small farmer or a gardener) or what type of trade he engaged in.

In Moravia, the Tax Roll was replaced by the “Lánové rejstříky” (listings of 
plots), which were created with a short delay in 1656–1658. They were, ho-
wever, immediately reviewed after a decade. The data included in the Tax Roll 
were also gradually particularized, but the first re-visitation was completed 
only almost 100 years later when the Land-Registry of Empress Maria Theresa 
came into effect in 1748. It was followed by the Re-Visitation Registry in 1757. 
The third Czech land registry, by Emperor Joseph II, was finalized in 1785–1789. 
The Stable Land Registry created in the first half of the 19th century became the 
basis of the subsequent cadastral map of the Czech Republic.

1654 THE TAx ROll

the cadastral survey of the stable land 
registry was the first attempt to map the 
territory of the austrian state based on 
exact geodetic foundations? 
the mapping effort took 12 years in 
bohemia (1826–1830, 1837–1843). 
8 967 cadastral municipalities with  
a total area of 51 963 km2 were located 
on 9 321 064 plots. in moravia and 
silesia, it took 11 years (1824–1830, 
1833–1836). 3 724 cadastral munici-
palities with a total area of 27 375 km2 

were located on 6 038 454 plots.

 The Tax Roll did not include any information  
on royal and liege towns or their inhabitants.

 An original record in the Tax Roll of 1654.
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18th century listings

 Transporting salt through the Bohemian Forest.

 A record of the population 
census in Iceland in 1703.

 Jewish ghetto (Bečov nad Teplou).

1753 Decree on annual  
population census 
A significant milestone in the history of sta-
tistical findings in our territory was 13 Octo-
ber 1753, when Maria Theresa’s decree on 
an annual population census was issued. 
The need for improving population re-
cords was directly related to the extensive 
reform activity that required objective data 
about the population. The then national 
economists considered the effort to man-
age people without having sufficient data 
about them pointless and unwise. It is only 
through regular censuses that we are able  
to obtain a complete picture of the changing 
trends in the population of the Czech lands. 
Otherwise, we have to settle for estimates. 

1702 a listing oF salt consumers 
At the turn of the 18th century, the Viennese 
government decided to stop salt smuggling 
from abroad to Bohemia and demanded that 
only salt extracted from the Austrian Alps 
be used in Bohemia. Therefore, it requested  
a listing of persons (salt consumers) from of 
all estates who would be forced to buy this 
salt. The listing also allocated a salt surcharge 
to regions and estates. Unfortunately, only the 
resulting sums of the listings were preserved, 
not the data on individuals. Moreover, many 
estate owners sabotaged the questionnaire 
and declared fewer persons. Yet this “salt lis-
ting” may be considered the first whole-land 
population census. According to this listing, 
there were 1 094 674 persons older than ten 
years living in the territory of Bohemia.

1702 a listing oF Jewish houses 
In 1727, a whole-land listing of Jewish houses 
and their inhabitants was drawn up. A part of 
this listing was a unique set of plans of towns 
and townlets that was marked with Jewish 
houses and ghettos.

the first nationwide population census 
occurred in iceland in 1703. the next 
country where a national population cen-
sus was conducted was sweden in 1749.
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T he first outstanding statistician in the Czech lands was Josef Anton von 
Riegger (1742–1795). 

In 1787, he started to publish “Materialien zur alten und neuen Statistik von 
Böhmen”. It took seven years (until 1794) to publish twelve voluminous books 
in Prague and Leipzig. The introductory volume contains a detailed proposal  
of statistics in Bohemia segmenting it into three basic parts: natural characteri-
stics (countries, population), political conditions and moral conditions. Besides 
various numerical data the book contains interpretations and text descriptions, 
copies of cadastral maps and some statistical data of various fields of economic 
activity (mining, trade and crafts, the flax industry, laundries, manufacturing, 
the corn harvest, the number of fruit trees, beer, wine and spirits production, 
salt imports, the price of corn and various other foodstuffs). In addition there 
were statistical data on poorhouses, spitals, foundations, the number of stu-
dents at grammar schools or universities, information on various taxes and 
pensions as well as property confiscations after the battle of White Mountain, 
and many other materials that no longer had any statistical nature.

Contributions in Riegger’s volumes were not signed, however it is obvious that 
Riegger himself was mostly their author. In the year of his death, Riegger pub-
lished an unfinished attempt for a systematic statistical description of Bohemia 
in the spirit of contemporary university statistics – “Skizze einer statistischen Lan-
deskunde Böhmens”. In this work he further improved the application of the ele-
mentary of political arithmetic, namely in the chapter dedicated to population.

1787 THE bEgInnIng OF  
STATISTICS In THE CzECH lAnDS

 Josef Anton von Riegger partook in emergence  
of an organized statistical service.

 The work entitled Materialien also included statistical data on property confiscation 
after the battle of White Mountain. 

1788 statistical Forms
On 30 September 1788, Bohemian guber-
nium publishes forms for population and 
agricultural tables as well as a form for 
listing large-scale industrial plants. Those 
forms, probably instigated by Josef Anton 
von Riegger, represent the beginning of  
a new era in statistical findings.

statistical documents published in 
the 18th century were in the form of 
text commentaries and simple tables. 
graphical representation was not used 
until later.
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  Joseph II ploughing a field in Slavíkovice.

The Agricultural Company founded in 
1769 would nine years later be transfor-

med into the Imperial and Royal Patriotic-Eco-
nomic Company for the Kingdom of Bohemia. 
In 1797, the Company’s secretary, František 
Fuss, otherwise a clerk at the vice-chamber-
lain office in Prague, published a large work 
entitled “Skizze einer ökonomisch-statistis-
chen Landeskunde des Königreichs Böhmen”. 
This work was the first systematic document 
concerning agricultural statistics in Bohemia. 
It contains 11 charts providing region-based 
data pertaining to agricultural production, soil, 
population, results of plant production as well 
as the condition of various cattle. It also inclu-
des textual descriptions of the main findings 
with a mutual comparison of various regions.

In 1828–1847, the Imperial and Royal 
Patriotic-Economic Company published 
reports called “Neue Schriften der kais. kö-
nigl. patriotisch-ökonomischen Gesellschaft 
im Königreiche Böhmen” that mentioned 
meteorological charts as well as frequent ta-
bles of crop yields. Another systematic work 
on agricultural statistics in Bohemia was 
“Statistik der landwirtschaftlichen Industrie 
Böhmens” by the then statistics professor 
and gubernium councillor Georg Norbert 
Schnabel. It was a valuable source that influ-
enced many later works. In addition, Schna-
bel also authored tables entitled “Tafeln zur 
Statistik von Böhmen” that – among other 
things – dealt with topography, population 
and industry.

1788 ESTAblISHmEnT  
OF THE ImpERIAl AnD ROYAl  
pATRIOTIC-ECOnOmIC COmpAnY 
FOR THE kIngDOm OF bOHEmIA

the age of enlighten-
ment during the reign 
of Joseph ii called for 
many various adminis-
trative and economic-
-statistical reports that 
usually were in table 
form. statistical findings 
were mostly carried out 
on grounds of requi-
rements mandated by 
the monarchy’s central 
offices. in most cases 
they were reports on 
the division of larger 
homesteads, the trans-
fers of rural plots to 
the ownership of serfs, 
on the market prices 
of corn, beekeeping, 
the growing of clover 
and sugar beets, on 
road conditions, new 
teachers, the condition 
of common schools, 
justice, emigration and 
immigration, increases 
or decreases of tolera-
ted non-catholics etc.
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The last day of November 1856 is con-
sidered the beginning of state-organi-

zed statistics in the Czech lands. On that day 
was the first meeting of the Central Commi-
ttee for Statistics of Husbandry and Forestry 
of Bohemia. This committee was a special 
newly-formed body of the Imperial and Royal 
Patriotic-Economic Company. The very first 
chair of the committee was Count Albert 
Nostitz, who was followed by Prince Karel 
Schwarzenberg. The Statistical Office, led by 
Eberhard Antonín Jonák, was an executive 
body of the Central Committee. It produced  
a draft of the organization and overall autho-
rity of the Office. In addition to the statistical 
data on the condition of agriculture, the Office 
was to monitor the general situation of the in-
habitants and their division by nationality.

The Statistical Office commenced its work 
by the beginning of 1858, and besides its chair 
and secretary, it also had an auxiliary clerk.
In order to perform local surveys, a network 

of stewards was formed. In each of the 207 
political districts, initially one and later two 
delegates were appointed to work with their 
sub-delegates assigned to smaller areas.

The entire 19th century was an era of rapid 
industrial development, which at the same 
time placed far greater demands on the extent 
and quality of statistical surveys and the pro-
cessing of statistical data. One may say that 
this was the time when the true modern nature  
of statistics based largely on the identification 
of economic indicators was born.

1856 THE bEgInnIng  
OF ORgAnIzED STATISTICS

 The Statistical Office of the Royal capital city of Prague was established only a few years after  
the statistical office in New York.

 Statistics in the 19th century managed to capture 
the rapid development of industry and transport.

in addition to provincial 
statistics, municipal stati-
stics also existed. as of 
1870, the royal capital 
city of prague also had 
its own statistical office 
that placed it among 
such cities as bremen, 
berlin, vienna, rome 
and new york, which 
had opened their statisti-
cal offices in the 1860s. 
later, pilsen added a 
statistical office (1890), 
followed by brno 
(1896) and olomouc 
(1900). the offices pro-
cessed mostly the results 
of population censuses, 
and regularly published 
results of the adminis-
trative and economic 
activities of municipali-
ties. they also published 
statistical yearbooks 
with data concerning 
local censuses, as well 
as social, judicial and 
trade statistics.
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in 1909, the first “Statistická příručka 
království Českého” (Statistical Hand-
book of the Kingdom of Bohemia) was 
published. the next one followed in 
1913. the provincial statistical office 
used it to inform the public about the 
most relevant statistical data on bohe-
mia. the data contained were often 
published in a time axis so that one 
could follow their development. For the 
purposes of comparison, the authors 
used similar data from moravia, silesia 
and the entire monarchy.

by the end of 1914, a law was adopted 
that first defined the duty to provide 
information to the statistical office. this 
duty to report, however, applied only to 
municipalities and district road commi-
ttees in the territory of moravia.On 6 March 1897, the Provincial Statistical Office of the Kingdom of 

Bohemia was established. It was the first true statistical office in the 
territory of the current Czech Republic. The survey authority of the Pro-
vincial Statistical Office applied only to Bohemia. The Office consisted of 
two bodies: the Statistical Commission, which was a consultative and de-
cision-making body, and the Statistical Office, which served as the execu-
tive body. President of the Statistical Office, Karel Kořistka, was appointed 
the head of the Provincial Statistical Office. He was followed by Dobroslav 
Krejčí.

In 1909 and 1913, the Statistical Office published “Statistické příručky 
království Českého” (Statistical Handbooks of the Kingdom of Bohemia) that 
offered data covering several years, including a comparison with data ob-
tained from Moravia, Silesia and the entire monarchy. Obtaining quality 
data was not always easy since reporting was voluntary and the duty to re-
port was not stipulated by law.

In 1898, the Provincial Statistical Office for Silesia was founded. The most 
important outcome of its activity was ten volumes of “Statistická příručka 
Slezské samosprávy” (The Statistical Handbook of Autonomous Territory of 
Silesia), and two publications reporting on the population censuses held 
in 1910 and 1921. A year later, the Provincial Statistical Office of the Mar-
graviate of Moravia was 
established. In 1902, it 
published “Zprávy Stati-
stického zemského úřadu 
Markrabství moravského” 
(Reports of the Provincial 
Statistical Office of the 
Margraviate of Moravia) 
that dealt with all credit 
institutes in the country.

1897 ESTAblISHmEnT  
OF THE pROvInCIAl  
STATISTICAl OFFICE

In 1910, private businessmen in Czech lands owned 1 348 automobiles. One year and three months later, this number swelled 
to 2 065 automobiles. During the same period, the number of motorcycles increased from 3 558 to 3 813. As of 30 June 2013, 
there were 4 755 644 personal vehicles registered in the Czech Republic with an average age of 14.06 years.
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O n 28 January 1919, i.e. three months after the 
formation of an independent Czechoslova-

kia, the Revolutionary National Assembly passed 
Act No. 49 on the organization of a statistical service. 
The principles of this law corresponded with the 
principles that form the basis of the current state 
statistical service of the Czech Republic. In 1919, the 
State Office of Statistics (SOS) was established as the 
new body authorized to conduct national statistical 
surveys. Act No. 49/1919 Sb. introduced a general 
duty to report, and stipulated sanctions for failure to 
meet this obligation. It also set duties of other offi-
ces towards the SOS, prohibited the arbitrariness of 
statistical surveys and secured the confidentiality of 
individual data. All those who – pursuant to hitherto 
valid regulations – were obligated to provide stati-
stical data to various offices were now obligated to 
provide them to the statistical office.

The growth and development of the SOS during 
the first years of its existence was not easy. It was ne-
cessary to build up a new organizational structure, 
recruit experts, find suitable facilities and equipment, 
and last but not least, begin active statistical activity. 
In the first year of its existence, the SOS managed to 
process statistical material for the Czechoslovak pe-
ace delegation. In some fields, they were able to pick 
up the threads of previous findings and elsewhere it 
was necessary to develop modern statistics basically 
from scratch (for instance, in industry, foreign trade, 
price statistics, etc.). The overall organization of the 
SOS was essentially completed by 1921.

The existing head of the Provincial Statistical In-
stitute, Dobroslav Krejčí, became the first President 
of the SOS. He, however, resigned at the beginning 
of 1920, and František Weyr was appointed to this 
post. He led the office until 1929 when the post was 
taken over by Jan Auerhan.

1919 ESTAblISHmEnT  
OF THE STATE OFFICE OF STATISTICSin “Československá sta-

tistika v prvním desetiletí 
republiky” (Czecho-
slovak Statistics in the 
First Decade of the 
Republic) of 1928, the 
function of state statistics 
was characterized by 
the following text: “The 
purpose of a statistical 
service is to provide  
a picture of the condi-
tion and development 
of situations within 
the state with the final 
objective of achieving 
economic prosperity, 
virtuousness, fitness 
and health of all inha-
bitants. Such efforts, 
however, cannot be 
governed by coinci-
dence or traditionalism 
and mere instinct, but 
consciously according 
to a plan, precisely and 
constantly, i.e. scienti-
fically. This, however, 
assumes knowledge of 
all circumstances and 
conditions within the 
state. It is the task of 
the statistical service to 
find out such facts, cap-
ture what is so typical 
about them, and what 
relationships and mu-
tual causalities govern 
their development.”

The State Office of Statistics was established three 
months after the formation of the independent  
Czechoslovak Republic.

 Examples of statistical expositions at  
economic exhibitions in Prague in 1934–1936.
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Particular thematic statistics at the SOS developed 
as independent units. It was quite understandable 

that the Office excelled in such areas where statisticians 
could apply their previous experience. Demographic 
statistics, including population censuses, was the most 
common area. Previous experience also proved useful in 
the statistics of public finance and agricultural statistics. 
Among economic statistics were templates for foreign 
trade statistics and price statistics. The system of statisti-
cal findings was quickly supplemented, but the statistics 
of industry and domestic trade lagged behind.

The publication system of the SOS was based on the prin-
ciple of the wide publicity of discovered data. The basic me-
chanism was “Statistická příručka republiky Československé” 
(The Statistical Handbook of the Czechoslovak Republic). 
The first one was published in 1920, and others followed 
in 1925, 1928 and 1932. In 1934, statistical handbooks were 
replaced by regular “Statistická ročenka republiky Českoslo-
venské” (Statistical Yearbook of the Czechoslovak Republic). 
The last one contained data for 1937. The work entitled “Čes-
koslovenská statistika” (Czechoslovak Statistics) included 
aggregate results of listings and annual results of surveys. 
“Zprávy Státního úřadu statistického” (Reports of the State 
Office of Statistics) regularly informed people about newly 
discovered data. They were initially polythematic, however, 
they were later divided into 12 thematic series.

at the beginning of the 1920s, there were no czech textbooks on 
statistical methods. beginning in 1920, the state office of statics 
issued “Československý statistický věstník” (The Czechoslovak 
Statistical Journal) where it – among other things – published volu-
minous essays by mathematicians václav láska and Josef mráz. in 
1926, the statistical office financed  
a czech translation and edition of the famous g. u. yule textbook 
entitled “Introduction to the Theory of Statistics”. this work signifi-
cantly contributed to the creation of czech statistical terminology. 
the author of the first textbook of statistics written in czech and 
called “Základy teorie statistické metody” (Basics of the Theory 
of Statistical Methods) was stanislav kohn. the textbook was 
published in 1929 by the sos.

clerks in charge of docu-
ment administration were 
also required and expected 
to publish their own works 
in the field of statistics or re-
lated disciplines. a portion 
of the statistical office was 
also dedicated to scientific 
and theoretical activities.

 Statistics during the First Czechoslovak Republic offered 
detailed data on the number, age and origin of prostitutes. 

Most frequently, women began to pro-
stitute themselves at the age of 16.

All pictures and illustrations had to be drawn by hand  
at that time.
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D uring the Protectorate, the State Office of Statistics conti-
nued its activities under the name of the Central Statistical 

Office. The SOS President, Jan Auerhan, retired on 1 April 1939, yet 
he kept on working in the Office. On 6 June 1942, he was arrested  
by the Gestapo, and executed three days later. Many other em-
ployees of the Office were also persecuted. Some of them were 
executed, others died in Nazi prisons or concentration camps.  
The Office was led by its Vice-President, Antonín Boháč, who was forced  
to retire in 1941, and the Office passed under German management.

Statistical activities in Bohemia and Moravia were reduced during  
the Second World War, and corresponded with the war conditions as well  
as the situation in our territory. A state-controlled economy was in-
troduced. Economic and market unions appeared, as did many other 
bodies that needed statistical data in order to manage their businesses. 
However, the statistical office could not always provide such infor-
mation and thus the businesses were flooded with various statistical 
questionnaires. Willingness to provide requested data diminished even 
towards the actual statistical office.

1939–1945 THE CEnTRAl  
STATISTICAl OFFICE

the publishing capacity of the statistical data 
during the protectorate was greatly reduced. 
in 1941–1944, four volumes of “Statistická 
ročenka protektorátu Čechy a Morava”  
(The Statistical Yearbook of the Protectorate of 
Bohemia and Moravia) were published, but 
by its second volume, the title page included 
the following triple warning “Confidential! For 
official use only! Publishing and distribution 
forbidden!” and the back side of the title page 
included an addendum: “This book must be 
kept as confidential material!”.

in 1942, the ministry of Foreign affairs of 
the exile government in london published 
“Statistická příručka Československé 
republiky” (The Statistical Handbook of the 
Czechoslovak Republic) with all data from 
the pre-munich agreement republic.

Price statistics was disrupted during the Protectorate.

 Records of demographic events, however, were maintained. 
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at the beginning of 
1948, a statistical 
handbook was pub-
lished that informed 
the public about the 
basic results of statistical 
findings carried out in 
1946–1947. the first 
post-war statistical year-
book was published by 
the end of 1948. other 
yearbooks did not come 
out on a yearly basis 
until 1957.

The number and structure  
of inhabitants changed 
significantly after the Second 
World War.

One of the statisticians’ tasks in the post-war era was to compile a list of war damage.

Immediately upon the end of the Second 
World War, the State Office of Statistics 

was re-opened with state-wide authority. Its 
objective was to reintroduce the high pre-war 
level of Czechoslovak statistics. The statisti-
cal service’s organization in the Czech lands 
and in Slovakia, however, was not unified. 
Methods and procedures of collecting data 
for other branches of statistics varied in both 
parts of the republic. There were few data on 
a state-wide level and their reliability was low. 
At the very beginning, only foreign trade stati-
stics existed at the state level.

The post-war era of statistics was cha-
racterized by intensive activity leading 
both to the reconstruction of pre-war 
circles of regular statistical surveys and 
the creation of new ones. Wide-ranging 

statistical activities were conducted inclu-
ding the population census in Slovakia on  
4 October 1946. A similar population cen-
sus  in the Czech lands was carried out on 
22 May 1947. Results of those censuses 
proved that the Second World War meant 
a huge change to the national structure, na-
mely as a consequence of the post-war re-
settlement of German inhabitants. As early 
as September 1945, the statistical office 
compiled a list of war damage. Results of 
such listings were published in “Statistická 
ročenka ČSR 1948” (The Statistical Yearbook 
of the Czechoslovak Republic). Methodical 
materials and analytical and survey files 
of various thematic areas were published 
in “Statistický zpravodaj” (The Statistical 
Journal).

1945–1948 STATISTICS DuRIng  
THE pERIOD OF pOST-wAR  
RECOnSTRuCTIOn
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Statistics during this period was heavily in-
fluenced by the era of centrally planned 

economics as well as by the social and 
(mainly) political climate of that era. The pu-
blication system of state statistics was virtually 
cancelled at the beginning of the 1950s, and 
the public obtained information mainly on 
the level of plan performance. Nevertheless, 
much of the data in absolute values were pur-
posefully suppressed.

A new form of statistical findings in the late 
1940s and early 1950s was record keeping. All 
data of business and companies (reporting 
units) were simply withdrawn from their re-
gular records. Heading towards a centralized 
model of control over the national economy 
paradoxically necessitated a transition to an 
utterly decentralized system of submitting 
and processing statistical data. 

In 1952, a gradual summation was introdu-
ced. Lower units filled out the statements and 
submitted them to their supervising bodies, 
who used the submitted form to create a single 
summary statement. This statement was sent 
to their organizational supervisory bodies, 

which again used the statements to draw up  
a single summary report for all its subordinate 
units, until the final summary report reached 
a ministry or some other administrative body. 
Only then were the data provided to the stati-
stical office, which by this time had no indivi-
dual data available with which it could process 
information from various points of view. 

In the second half of the 1950s, the requi-
rements on statistics changed. The system 
of gradual summation was abandoned and 
replaced again by the central collection and 
processing of statistical data.

section 26 of act  
no. 21/1971 sb., 
ensured the protection 
of personal data. 
“the data of statistical 
findings regarding 
individuals may not be 
published, disclosed to 
other persons or used 
for any other than stati-
stical purposes with the 
individual’s consent.”

 Statistics informed the public mainly about plan 
performance.

1948–1989 plAn COnTROl

in 1985, the statisti-
cal office published 
“Historická statistická 
ročenka” (A Historical 
Statistical Yearbook). 
only a few statistical 
offices, f. e. the usa, 
France, canada and the 
ussr, were then able 
to draw up and publish 
such a yearbook.
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By the middle of 1961, a significant organizatio-
nal change occurred in the sphere of statistics. 

The State Office of Statistics was fused with the then 
Ministry of State Control, and renamed the Central 
Office of State Control and Statistics (COSCS). Soon 
it was obvious that it was a merger of two institu-
tions that had little in common. Statisticians kept 
losing the trust of reporting units, which in their 
fulfilment of their duty to report, simultaneously 
feared state intervention. Through a legal provision 
of 12 January 1967, control and statistics were again 
divided, and the State Statistical Office (SSO) was 
established.

As of 1 January 1969, the unitary Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic became a federation. This was 
also reflected in the arrangement of the central bo-
dies of state statistics. The Federal Statistical Office 
(FSO), the Czech Statistical Office (CZSO) and the 
Slovak Statistical Office were established. The ma-
jor task of the FSO was to secure unity in the sys-
tem of statistical information throughout the entire 
state, the unity of methods and unity in the system 
of statistical surveys. The task of the republican offi-
ces was to actually perform statistical activity, i.e. 
the collection and processing of information, and 
to provide necessary information to the FSO and all 
other relevant regulating bodies on the republican 
level. The organization of the federal and republi-
can statistical offices remained the same until the 
dissolution of the federation on 31 December 1992.

in 1972, the Fso published “Jednotný číselník 
obcí v ČSSR (geografickou klasifikaci obcí)” 
(A Unified Code System of Municipalities in the 
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic – a geogra-
phical classification of municipalities) containing 
all settlements within the czechoslovak socialist 
republic and their numerical marking.

 The statistical office had its seat in Prague-Karlín from 1948–2002.

How many litres of Normal 91 (unleaded 91 octane petrol) 
was it possible to buy on an average salary at that time?
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The social changes in 1989 restored the 
prerequisites for developing an objective, 

impartial and apolitical state statistical service. 
The statistical office had to respond to the new 
requirements and claims related to the transi-
tion to a democratic society and to a market-
-based economy. Examples of such a change 
were the liberalization of price levels and 
dissolution of the trade system of the Come-
con, as well as of the Council itself. Another 
great turn was represented by the change in 
ownership structures related to privatization 
and greater orientation on markets in Western 
Europe and countries with a market economy.

The efforts of statisticians also focused  
on building up trust in statistical data. They 
taught the public to use and apply statistical 
data in their decision-making processes, and 
last but not least, they desperately needed to 
obtain respondents willing to cooperate with 
the Office. Statisticians themselves had to 
learn a lot with regard to an open economy 
and expansion of foreign contacts. To this end, 
it was necessary to start using standardized 
procedures that were common in other coun-
tries with a market economy. The state statis-
tical service responded to the newly-emerging 
phenomena by new indicators and surveys. In 
1992, a new act on the state statistical service 
was adopted. This act defined bodies that be-
came parts of the service, and stipulated their 
mission and duties. A portion of the act also 
dealt with the protection of personal data.

At the beginning of 1993, the Czechoslovak 
Federative Republic broke apart into two in-
dependent states. The Czech Statistical Office 
(CZSO) took over all competencies of the nati-
onal statistical office from the former Federal 
Statistical Office (FSO).

1990–1993  
THE TRAnSFORmATIOn STAgE

the boundary demarcation commission 
effectuated 18 changes to the original ad-
ministrative boundaries between the czech 
and slovak republics.  
in total, 452.02 hectares were exchanged. 
through these changes, the length of the 
boundary decreased from 285 km to 252 
km. all changes were mutually compensa-
ted by land and thus the total area of the 
czech republic did not change. length of the boundaries of the Czech Republic

2 290.2 km

“Official statistics 
represents an essential 
element in the informa-
tion system of a demo-
cratic society because 
it provides data on the 
economic, demographic 
and social situation 
and environment to the 
government, national 
economy bodies and 
the general public. 
Official statistical bodies, 
therefore, are obligated 
to draw up and publish 
impartial statistics that 
meet all the require-
ments on its practical 
application, and thus 
fulfil its obligation 
towards the citizens who 
are entitled to receive 
public information.” (the 
Fundamental principles of 
official statistics per the 
united nations economic 
commission for europe 
as adopted at its 47th 
session in geneva on  
15 april 1992.)
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Presidents oF the statistical oFFice

SOS – The State Office of Statistics
COSCS – The Central Office of State Control and Statistics

 SSO – The State Statistical Office
 FSO – The Federal Statistical Office

CZSO – The Czech Statistical Office

Dobroslav Krejčí
SOS
1919–1920

FrantišeK Weyr
SOS
1920–1929

jan auerhan
SOS
1929–1939

FrantišeK FajFr
SOS
1945–1961

Pavol Majling
COSCS
1961–1966

jan KaziMour
SSO (FSO)
1967–1981

vlaDiMír MičKa
FSO
1981–1990

ivan šujan
FSO
1990–1992

jiří antoš
CZSO
1969–1987

laDislav říha
CZSO
1987–1990

eDuarD součeK
CZSO
1990–1993

eDvarD outrata
CZSO
1993–1999

Marie bohatá
CZSO
1999–2003

jan Fischer
CZSO
2003–2010

iva ritschelová
CZSO
2010–present


